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ArcLi University
In 1989 the Beaver College
radio station once known as
WBVR received an award from
the Student Government
Organization called the Hope for
the Future Award Over decade
later the goals set for this college
radio station are beginning to be
realized This plaque now hangs
on the wall of the station as
reminder of how hard the club
needs to work in order to over
come decade and half worth
of adversity
Senior Ashleigh Copeland
and freshman Adam Ochonicki
along with group of dedicated
members of the Arcadia Radio
Club are hoping to change the
way students think about the uni
versitys radio station The radio
station at Arcadia has gone large-
Journalism II Student
It was large neglected
office space with dull white paint
peeling off the walls and ceiling
tiles missing that was illuminated
by the buzz of Ilorescent lights
But inside dreams came true
for many local high school girls
Approximately 200 junior
and senior girls found dresses
shoes jewelry make up and
accessories for less than twenty
dollars last Sunday at the old
Frankford Arsenal in Northeast
Philadelphia
This event the last day of the
Fairy Godmothers Prom Fair
makes it possible for underprivi
leged students to attend their jim
ior and senior proms
Christy Michaels an Arcadia
alumnus Fairy Godmother Board
Member and teacher at West
Philadelphia High School noted
the importance of the prom in
high school students life
Its motivator to become
seniors she said In
Philadelphia the senior prom is
big deal
Three long racks of gowns of
every color grouped by size
greeted the girls as they began
their shopping spree The squeak
of hangers on metal rods was
backed with music being played
by DJ from Wire 965 radio
Mothers pulled out dresses ask
ing what about this one as the
girls worked to find that perfect
dress
Each high school student
was also paired with personal
shopping volunteer Thirteen
ly unnoticed by students on cam
pus and that is something that this
Arcadia students participated in
this through the community serv
ice department The personal
shoppers helped find diesses
shoes and to accessorize They
spent time with the girls walking
them through the entire process
Alyssa Jcral was student coor
dinator for this project
was unpressed that we had
as many people conic out on
weekend to volunteer she said
It was lot of fun The volun
teers were just as excited as the
girls were
Jeff Jesko who has worked
with Fairy Godmothers for five
years described the reaction of
many of the volunteers The
level of experience of the volun
teers is anywhere between just
lot of fun to almost spiritual he
said
club is hoping to change over the
next few months and in the
upcoming school year
The club is trying to get their
name in the minds of Arcadia stu
dents and make students aware
that they are functioning club
They are also focusing on organi
zation and restructuring the way
they function as club
Recently attempts have been
made to distinguish the club from
Pditor-zn-Chie/
Unless someone like you
cares whole awful lot nothing
is going to get better Its not
According to the Lorax the
whimsical environmentalist from
the famous story of the same
name by Dr Seuss making the
world better place starts with
one person On Sunday February
27th Arcadia University students
took this message to heart in
orchestrating the sixth annual Dr
Seuss Day at the school opening
up Grey Towers Castle to area
residents for fun-filled day of
Seussical magic
This process began early in
the school year with drive to
collect dresses Stacy Voortinan
coordinated the effurt with the
help of the Arcadia Christian
Foundation Fliers were sent out
before the Ihanksgiving break
asking girls to bring their gowns
back with them from home At
one point Voortman had 44 elab
orate gowns in her walk-in closet
These dresses were donated to
either Fairy Godmothers or
Beccas Closet
Voortman got the idea for the
collection after seeing news
story about Beccas Closet on tel
evision This organization was
named after South Florida
teenager who also began dress
odmothers
























for Arcadia Radio Club The club
hopes that this new identity will
help them gain some attention of
students as they may not recog
nize this club at first glance
One of the ways in which the
Arc has tried to gaui some recog
nition from Arcadia students is
through putting on series of
ARC
continued on page 2..
For more than decade ele
mentary students around the
country have celebrated Dr
Seuss birthday in conjunction
with Read Across America Day




pseudonym Dr Seuss was born
on March 2nd 1904 Famous for
his easy-to-learn reading format
and fun rhyming tales Dr Seuss
has 44 childrens books coined to
his name
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small rock shows on campus Jeff
Murphy and Ben Brennan have
been organizing shows like these
for years
but are facing some new
challenges in working within the
performance policies established
by Arcadia University
They had planned to put on
show on February 26th but due to
various concerns including lack
of security the show has been
postponed until April Jeff
Murphy says the goal of putting
on rock shows through the
Arcadia Radio Club is to estab
lish really small local commu
nity of kids
from Arcadia
Glenside downtown Philly com
ing together having good time
listening to good music and raise
some money for the further
development of the radio sta
tion
The radio club is not trying
to step on toes of established
organizations
like SPB but is sim
ply trying to provide
an alterna
tive to the type of events that they
run
Many students actually have
no idea that Arcadia has its own
radio station The ones who are
aware of its presence through
either word of mouth or through
the references made in brochures
directed at prospective
students
are often disappointed to
find that
the station is nearly non-existent
Years ago WBVR purchased
number of short range radio
antennas which were capable of
broadcasting to most areas of



























Ian Goering is one of many dedicated members
of Arcadias Radio Club
Other prob
lems arose
when we were contacted by
radio station in the northwest that
was also using the call letters
WBVR
commercial radio stations Music
Director Kristen Heilimann says
Even over the internet licensing
is still problem which we are
working to overcome The main
problem with internet broadcast
ing from license fee perspec
tive is that there
is the potential
for any person in the world to be
tuning in at any given time This
makes the cost of license pretty
high because
of the huge amount
of possible listeners
The Arc plans to have inter
net radio up and running by
the
fall semester of 2005 at the latest
For now you can tune your cam
pus television
set to channel to
hear Arcadia students Di from
the hours of noon to 10pm daily
lveryone is encouraged to
drop in on our meetings
which
are held eveiy Wednesday at
530
in the radio station located next
to
Public Safety in Dilworth
Hall
We are always lookmg for new
members and theme are still some
Di time slots available If you
have any questions
Adam
Ochonicki can be reached at
thearca arcadia.edu
If you want
Di time slot come to meeting
then email Jinell with your avail
able times at Jinellis@gmail.com
fo March 4th sue
it
Attempts have been made to
resurrect the radio station via
either AM or FM transmission
but due to licensing fees and strict
policies put
into place by the
Federal Communications
Commission this goal has
become somewhat unrealistic
The Arc is now focusing
their attention toward an internet
based radio station communi
cation medium which is already
embraced by most college and
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Journalism 11 Student
The votes are in and the
Academy Awards have been dis
tributed Although acknowl
edged for many great aspects
Hotel Rwanda did not take any
Oscars home But dont let that
minor fact keep you from seeing
this tremendous and very neces
sary film
Hotel Rwanda is film about
spreading knowledge As stu
dents weve heard the statement
that knowledge is power
However the truth is that knowl
edge is only powerful when put
into action
With actors Don Cheadle and
Sophie Okonedo portraying Paul
heroic hotel manager and
Tatiana his wife the 1990s
Rwandan genocide is brought to
life on the big screen
Highlighting the shameful behav
ior of most of the world choosing
to ignore the conflict and the
plight of the Rwandan people
this film is extremely poignant
In this world of fast commu
nications it is impossible to
understand and accept that as
some of the worst atrocities of the
20th century took place in central
Africa the rest of the world basi
cally ignored what was happen-
ing
Film director Terry George is
quoted in the Filmbill stating
Ten years on politicians from
around the world have made the
pilgrimage to Rwanda to ask for
forgiveness from the survivors
and once more the same politi
cians promise never again But
ifs happening yet again in Sudan
or the Congo or some godforsak
en place where life is worth less
than dirt Places where men and
women like Paul and Tatiana
shame us all by their decency and
bravery
As you watch Hotel Rwanda
you will understand what George
means by his strong statement
As scenes unfold and you hear
lines such as Theyre targeting
Tootsie children to wipe out the
next generation Or There will
he no rescue We must shame
them into sending help How
many acts of genocide make
genocide These disturbing
statements pull the viewer in to
the movie and create an experi
ence of sympathy and anger as
you witness the entire film
The films producer Alex Ho
talks about the human element
with his quote This story is very
close to my heart Ifs about
normal man who. .is able to use
his position to help others In the
course of doing that he sets out
on joumey that makes him
better man
Oprah Winfrey has made her
contribution to spreading the
knowledge of the atrocities going
on even currently in Africa Her
message is that we cant be held
responsible to do anything if we
dont know about it But for
those who have watched her
show and for those who have
seen the film we can no longer
keep our heads in the sand
Without doubt everyone
should see Hotel Rwanda Once
youve seen this compelling film
and your heart is pulled to make
difference Oprahs Angel
Network provides few ways to
offer help By witnessing this
film not only will your eyes he
opened and your heart touched
but you may never be the same
person again
Culinary Editor
Many clubs and organiza
tions on campus go unnoticed or
students simply dont know they
exist Politcally Incorrect is
group for anyone and everyone
and definitely worth joining
In fall 2003 Vanessa Lee and
Reena Sharp both Political
Science majors yeamed to take
their in-class political discussions
to higher level resulting in the
clubs formation The goal of the
club was to create comfortable
place in which people could
freely express their views without
fear of being judged or being
politically incorrect By encour
aging members to speak their
minds both sides of particular




matter Absolutely not As
matter of fact it is out goal to
have as many different political
perspectives represented as possi
ble People from all parts of the
political spectrum are welcome
Vanessa continues
Each week new topic is
discussed and facilitated by dif
ferent member Topics have
included the military draft the
tsunami song controversy the
pros and cons of immigration and
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Both international and national
political issues are addressed
Members discuss the topics and
express their viewpoints on the
situation
Everyone has chance to
speak and all perspectives are
respected Politically Incorrect
brings diversity of ideas
through thought-provoking dia
logue not debate says Vanessa
The future of Politically
Incorrect relies on the participa
tion enthusiasm and interest of
other students Vanessa wants to
work towards bringing as many
interesting topics to the meetings
strengthening and executing the
clubs visions and expanding in
size My dream is to return to
campus 20 years from now and
see how Polinc continues to pro
vide room for intellectual growth
to many more Arcadia students
Interested in joining
Meetings are currently held every
Tuesday night at 8pm in the Blue
Lounge located between
Dilworth and Thomas halls
Students faculty and staff are all
welcome For more information
contact Vanessa Lee at hyan
gi29hotmail.com
Arcadia University NEWS The Tower
Melissa Karv
Welcome to Hotel Rwanda





The Student Activities Office and SGO are now
accepting nominations for
Campus Leader of the Year
Program of the Year
The Bette Landman Award
ALL NOMINATIONS DUE BY 1200 NOON MONDAY
APRIL 11 2005
in the Student Activities Office
STUDENT LIFE Arcadia Univjy
The Tower
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If you needed an excuse to
wear your prom dress again or to
buy yourself new one you cer
tainly had iton March 19th 2005
This was the date of Arcadias
Cotillion formal dance
The Cotillion is held annual
1y by the Residents Hall Council
RHo It took the club two days
to decorate the schools Dining
FlaIl transforming it into jour
ney around the world in single
night
The theme Once Upon
City Night gave the room
high-society feel with decora
tions ranging from tall Eiffel
tower with lights to oversized
cityscape postcards and starry
nights in all of the windows The
Arcadia Students and their guests
got taste of the world without
even leaving campus
Thanks to the hard work by
newly appointed RHC president
Caitlin Mizanin and the club
members taking part in the dance
Fairy Godmothers
continued from page 1..
collection to help girls attend
prom but who was tragically
killed in an automobile accident
After contacting Cindy Rubino
Arcadias Community Service
Department Coordinator about
this Voortman learned of Fairy
Godmothers Inc which the school
had worked with two years ago
She liked the idea that the old
dresses were being put to good
use
had gone to prom and it
was such shame that the dress
wasnt used again she said
felt like princess at my prom
and felt that every other girl that
wanted to feel that way at their
prom deserved to do so
Arcadia student Julie
Sansone worked with Christina
Grazella and her mother Crystal
to help make prom special
night They were able to find
dress purse scarf makeup and
jewelry
It was fun Sansone said
love helping people pick out
dresses and making them feel
good about themselves Proms
the best After quick hug and
telling Christina to have fun at
her prom San one returned to
help the next shopper
Fairy Godmother president
Joyce Jesko who started Fairy
Godmothers Inc five years ago
likes to be at the checkout to see
these exchanges Her whole fam
ily chips in to make sure the oper
ation is success
The girls are jumping out of
their skin said Barbara Schaffer
assistant treasurer and Joyces
mother Some of the mothers
cry because they know if it wasnt
for us their daughters wouldnt go
to the prom
Crystal Grazella appreciated
all that Fairy Godmothers offered
the girls
Its really what parents
the Cotillion was once again
success Nearly 300 people
attended
Jessica Miller an AU sopho
more thought this fact made the
Cotillion even more fun than last
year Im so happy that lot of
the upperclassmen came this
year it makLs it more fun when
everyone goes That wasnt the
only perk of the dance
Di Brian from Toner Sound
Entertainment Group played
variety of music ranging from
hip club songs to pop to slow
jams He also entertained with
classic stand-bys after all what
dance wouldnt he complete with
out the Electric Slide
Another special highlight of
Cotillion is of course the free
pictures Who doesnt love free
gifts This years gift was mem
ory sealed in time By filling out
simple card and turning it into
the photographer when it was
your turn professional picture
was snapped with you and your
chosen photo-mates photo
need she said Because after
twelve years you really want
them to go out and really enjoy
the last few events before they go
out into the world Its nice the
Fairy Godmothers are here for
that
This idea seems to be grow
ing Joyce Jesko first heard about
it in Arizona and later learned of
The Glass Slipper Project in
Chicago one of the first organi
zation to help disadvantaged stu
dents attend their prom She
based her first Fairy Godmothers
on this and has since traveled to
Rochester New York to help start
another chapter Im trying to
get others all across America to
start one she said
Jesko has built network of
schools organizations and busi
nesses that contribute to this
event lo supplement the dresses
collected new gowns are donated
by Davids Bridal Alfred Angelo
and Ashley Bridal
The spirit of this event seems
to be contagious One of the
Arcadia volunteers used Fairy
Godmothers to find her prom out
fit last year and relurned with
friend to work the event this year
She had even more fun serving
as volunteer Allyssa Jeral
said
Fven though she wasnt able
to participate in the final week
end Voortman found the experi
ence very rewarding She talked
to one woman who was dying of
cancer and was grateful that
despite her medical bills her
daughter would be able to attend
prom
Voortman also remembered
her own prom at Liberty High
School in Bethlehem enjoyed
just watching the mass of people
all dressed to she said
With the Fairy Godmothers
granting wishes this dream has
become reality for many others
back-drop was accessorized with
beautiful flowers and tons of
fluffy white tulle
Also given to each of the stu
dents was place to put their new
professional photos An
engraved Photoframe clock
was the parting gift that each stu
dent received to hold their mem
Holly Koval also sopho
more at AU thought the frame
was special touch She said
Getting souvenir was awe
some Last year they ran out of
the souvenirs before could even
get one
The Cotillion wrapped up
just past 130 AM with tired stu
dents leaving the world to head
back to their Arcadia dorms The
dance was once again success
ful event of the spring semester
Shari Cylinder
For most of the Arcadia community February
12th of this year was just another Saturday For the
members of AUTV that statement couldnt be far
ther from the truth After weeks of planning and
hard work the first official AUTV twenty-four hour
telethon became reality The telethon produced in
order to raise awareness of the station was ultimate
ly success This extravaganza was only the begin
ning of bright future for the station
Although AUTV has been part of campus for
several years now it has had trouble gaining view
ers in the past With the energy and dedication of
the clubs members however this year looks to be
the one that breaks the mold The success of the
telethon created and hosted by Brock Koller and
Kevin McElvaney has spurred renewed interest in
the station across campus and has reinvigorated the
clubs members
When that telethon was done and over with
we all were more excited about doing more pro
gramming because we saw we could actually do
anything and we found out people actually watched
us said AUTV board member Amy Chrest
Board member Anthony Ford agreed saying
No one could have ever anticipated the turnout for
the telethon and just how many people did watch
Just getting that buzz out to the campus is great
sign of success
The success of tire telethon has not only led to
renewed interest in the television station among
students but was also the catalyst to produce even
more original programming such as live weekly
talk show hosted by Programming Director Brock
Koller Similar in format to late-night talk show
the weekly program features skits monologues
interviews and even fun-seeking penguin
thought it would be lot of fun and good
memories Koller said lie also commented on the
role of the station saying It should he there to
express the ideas of the college community
The new shows run in conjunction with the sta
tions staple programs Arcadia Life the campus
soap opera continues its run of over year with
viewers eagerly anticipating the series finale this
coming April Originally intended as parody of
real-life daytime dramas the soap opera has taken
on life of its own thanks to Koller creator and
writer of the show In addition to the soap opera
AUTV News is the stations other primary program
The news show has grown over the past several
years thanks to the dedication of the stations hard
working news crew
The news and Arcadia Life are what identify
the station and club now said Ford They are the
marquee programming for us and both have been
Friday April 2005
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On Air with AUTV
successful as far as consistency and recognition are
Staff Writer
concerned
The telethon and weekly talk show arent the
only new programs slated to appear on channel
this semester Several innovative shows are current-
ly being planned and produced and will air on the
station in the coming months
We have other shows in the pipeline said
Bryan Mills president ofthe club am develop-
ing show that takes look at the world of media
itself Its little more serious than our other pro
gramming but think its important
Ford is also producing short film for the sta
tion The completed script has been reviewed by the
club and shooting is expected to begin in the com
ing weeks The campus community can expect to
see segments of the film along with the other
shows on AUTV in the months ahead
The current success of the club is something
about which members are most thrilled as there has
been some difficulty in the past both producing
shows and maintaining an active viewership
Officers attribute this to the huge amount of work
involved in running the station
We dont exactly have the best or newest
equipment and our studio is pretty cramped said
Mills Its also very time consuming It would be
easy for us to do this full time but were college stu
dents and time is rarely luxury we have
Despite the challenges faced by the club mem
bers all believe that the station is beneficial and that
tire experience has been positive one for all
involved Not only has it given members the oppor
tunity to work in field they one day hope to make
their career but it has given them the chance to
work with
group of people whom they now con
sider an extended family
It takes lot of teamwork and this is one rea
son why it is so great to be part of AUTV said
hrest We are as clichd as it sounds family
We are there for each other through all program
ming projects so we always have that teamwork
and help to lean back on We manage to have fun
but get the work done at the same time
Mills summed up the feelings of all saying
channel for students gives us all very powerful
voice we just need the initiative to use it Id like to
see our programming really challenge the idea of
what television can be Most of the time its just
dead air up on channel consider that blank
canvas ready to be painted on
For more information on becoming part of the
AUTV team send an email to
autvnews@yahoo.com or stop by one of the meet
ings held Thursdays at 500 in Murphy Hall Room
108
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She sprinkled the dust across his eyes and smiled Her laughter like
the tinkle of sleigh bells jingling on frost-bitten night found its way
into his slumber digging deeper into his subconscious and weaving
itself among the faeries and sprites of dreams past He stirred and she
flitted away sparkle of silver stars into the darkened sky
He traveled into the realm of faerie rushing through the overgrown
wood running toward and away at the same time breeze blew
across his face flushing his cheeks and whispering of love
He struggled against the thorns that ripped at his clothing all the
while cursing his awkward human limbs longing to dart across the
treetops with the wings of pixie He caught glimpses here and there
of the faerie folk They peered from behind overgrown snapdragons
and bayberry bushes curious about the human among their midst
His determination burned in his chest his desire masked the searing
pain tearing at his abused muscles To hold her just now if only for
the moment before he awoke consumed his mind his body his heart
Just as abruptly as the dense and wild forest had appeared it vanished
but instead of leaving him in his bed enveloped by his down com
forter he was in clearing And at its center the faerie princess lay
slumbering her chest rising and falling in peaceful rhythm
Her beauty mesmerized him It was all he could do to keep quiet to
try to concentrate on maintaining control over his body He crept
toward her intrigued by her sapphire hair and the silver sparkle of her
skin Her emerald wings were folded neatly beside her back once in
while fluttering indicative of dream well versed
lie was momentarily brought back to his childhood when faeries were
real And then he grew older and they became only tales But as he
gazed upon this creature this faerie that reality told him did not exist
he only knew that at that very moment nothing could be more real
than she was
Not knowing what to do hut knowing that he had to very well do
something he knelt beside the sleeping faerie He stroked her cheek
overcome with passion lIe brought his face toward the princess and
gently pressed his warm eager lips against her own She shivered in
her sleep and smiled drawing in his breath It was ecstasy
She was flying flying high above the city where the humans were
dozing in their bedrooms She felt warm breeze breeze that
smelled of juniper and ginger and everything good caress her lips
She smiled and flew toward an open window her emerald wings
pumping her sapphire hair blowing wildly in the wind
He slept in four-poster sleigh bed disappearing beneath down com
forter and feather pillows She crept closer intrigued by this human so
like and unlike her at the same time human novel idea to
faeries
She tilted her head and looked over his dull brown hair and wingless-
back His skin was peach so unlike her own silver air Nevertheless
there was an unmistakable beauty about him Perhaps it was because
she knew that he couldnt truly exist humans were of stories old fig
ment of an overactive imagination But for whatever reason she was
drawn to his softened features and moppy locks
She leaned over him and whispered words only faeries know Reaching
deep within one of the pouches dangling around her waist she grasped
handful of pixie dust And with few more words of love and adora
tion she sprinkled it across his peaceful face She smiled and laughed
but at the moment he stirred she was gone out the open window
And then he began to run
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glass and unusually cool
traffic chopper
gas-powered weed whacker
this is the spring
of the 17 year
brood cicadas
burrowing up randy






the news is full
of stories like




the front door to
her car so thick
were the biblical swarms
blanketing the walls
of her house






soft on the inside
crunchy on the outside
but none here
weve yet to see
even our first







shy to really ring
the receptionists bell
Alright Im coming



















Ill never be able
to spell so the story
goes sometime
in January 111
have to check my
notes noticed squirrel
head poking from
new door hed chewed
just under the eaves
didnt think much
of it until out
to weed the beds
months later














wed been saving up
for our next move
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hunting for bugs
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So guys are now wearing thongs too And Im not just talking about drag queens
rnd Chippendale dancers Im talking guys like the one that sat next you in English
across from you Science or something Why are they doing this Apparently
hey get attention from the opposite sex for doing it And not attention like Im
oing to ridicule your manhood for wearing girly lingerie but attention like find
TOU to be terribly interesting and unique individual for wearing thong am sin
erely turned on Would you like to go produce shopping with me and then have
cup of coffee sort of interest Where are they getting these thongs
Their girlfriends Apparently their girlfriends are buying them man-thongs Now
hat fact alone that girl actually knows her boyfriends underwear size is differ
nt enough But then to proceed to go to store and purchase man-thong and
present it to their boyfriend in serious manner and for said boyfriend to
iccept it in serious manner and then proceed to wear it rather then set it on fire
and leave it burning in the neighbors trashcan is an entirely different matter
righly doubt they purchase these articles themselves Its rather difficult to get an
image in my head along the lines of Hey Joe right after we finish lifting these
wavy weights lets go to the hockey game and then we can hit up Victorias Secret
for their sale on the way home Do you think would look better in tiger stripe or
zebra stripe Its for sentences like those wish was homosexual man with
isp Man-thongs are going to redefine the locker room
not necessarily objecting to guys wearing thongs couldnt care less about
heir choice of undergarments just dont forget to tuck you knew it was coming
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dedication to my one and only Larry
IJoetzelJrmerly o/ Arcadia Univerc ity
He took me to the shelves
To the inner courtyards
Of private places
He made me file
And placed it in the
Safest of archives
He took me to the top floors
And showed me the path to take
The most sacred Grey paths
He would deliver
He assigned me number
This he did give me from the numerous
figures
unique set
And it would stick to me college long
He would handover
And who is this one
Here is my answer
Lie whose eyes
saw not
He whose kind hands
shook not
He whose passionate self
met not
He whoscJ will continue
Long live he who served
All through thoes years though thick and thin
Right from the start he even survived the end
Read me slowly Please read me
Your years of excellence would remain
inscribed
Hovering over Grey Towers of Glenside
One name stands
Eternally
Tany not Oh Larry
Zeal please maintain until the
End wed say again
Long live Sir Larry Hoetzel
hate the politically correct world of today
Full of howdoyoudos
Thank yous and your welcomes
People are no longer called black
But African Americans
Responses are robotic
For its wrong to show emotions anymore
If asked how are you
One is to programmed to respond
am fine thank you
How are you
Real feelings arent expressed
All creativity is suppressed
Its THE way or you are gone
There are never two ways to get job done
Shake hands with your right
For the left hand is evil
No elbows on the table
Or slouching in your chair
This overly polite world
Is suffocating my creativity
Conformity is overtaking
And no one has their own opinion
Freedom of speech has gone out the window
You better watch what you say
For in this world today
Real feelings arent expressed
All creativity is suppressed
If someone got an answer wrong
You must mark it right
So their feelings arent hurt
And you can never ever
Tell your children no
Or off it goes to foster care
Reason verbal abuse
Kids are sofiened in this world today
Real feelings arent expressed
All creativity is suppressed
They dont know what hard is
Theyve never had to work day in their life
Or figure out things on their own
Everythings handed to them on silver platter
Extra credit boosts grades
So no one will feel like failure
Gym classes are joke
No one is fat
Just slightly overweight
For in this world today
Real feelings arent expressed
creativity is suppressed
kids are so pampered
they suffer in the real world
stop the bulicrap
some people are black
its not wrong to call em that
kids make mistakes
parents are to guide them
so let them guide
hate the politically correct world of today
Harden up and speak your mind
Let creativity spark again








You put your head in your hands and said you cant take this place no more
But you cant bear to walk to walk out unless someone opens
the door
It was then asked Could you do for yourself what you always wished you could do
Maybe you said but am afraid will lose
So what have you got what have you got to lose
From what can see youre but shadowof your name
Afraid of what you might miss but youve got everything to gain
Then you said wish could just fly away
Grow wings and take ofi nothing more to say
Well what have you got what have you got to lose
Forever and day
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\s the east winds blows
Fheres starless nights
cloudy days
ct Jesus sees me through
all the way
There are dangers round
1Id troubles flea
While hopeless dreams
Streams into oceans of feat
Yet Jesus sees me through all the way
No matter how darkness tiles to blind me
matter how much troubles surrounds me
matter how fear tries to bound mc
Jesus sees me through all the way
ark night
ed streaks in the sky
lightning bolt splits the skies
md look up to see it
rhe pinnacle volcanic piece of rock
hrusting into the sky
the end
friends my true friends my band of brothers
gather around to face the end on our terms
We strap on our armor and loose our weapons
We gather our energies and prepare for our final
attle
the beginning none of us ever thought we would
live to see the end
3ut now all we do
is share look of knowledge and brotherhood
hat no wordsnot even death can touch
We have all faced our own demons
and we are still here
Standing strong as we walk the path ofno return
rhis is our future this is my future
lo defend against the coming of the tide
The last battle will be among us
and intend to play my part
So until then let us pray for peace
and prepare for the war that is coming
Training praying learning
loving and living
Ull see you on the battlefield
mics Humor Drawings




his past weekend the hat
performance area filled with stu
dents friends and parents alike
for the Arcada Theaters
peri
formance of The Actors
Nightmare by Christopher
Durang Each night the audience
area was filled past capacity
Additional seats had to he
brought in every night
This one
act play had the audience 1augh
ing for an entire hour with the
casts antics both onstage and ofi
stage as some actors had to run





dent viewer Darrah Mugrauer
said loved it thought it was
hysterical really liked how it
still seemed sort of unscripted
and spontaneous My favorite
part was when Matt Ross was on
stage by himself doing the pledge
of allegiance and singing the
abcs
Damron as Meg and Lisa
Statf Writer Tornetta as Ellen ihese fresh
faces to the stage blended won
derfully with the veterans Amir
askms as the Executioner and
Charles fllingworth as Ilenry
Irving and the Voice Each ol the
actors played various roles as the
character George stumbles
through diflerent plays Fhese
were Noel owards Private
Lives Shakespeares Ilamlet
Samuel Becketts Checkmate
and even Man for all Seasons
by Robert Bolt
As theater major under
stand hilly the idea of an actors
nightmare and think that it was
explored wonderfully both by
direction and fierce acting choic
es Even the costume pieces
brought me to tears from laugh
ter freshman crew member
Alexandra Harbord commented
The costumes were an inter
esting topic unto themselves
Designed by Delante Keyes and
Danielle Fern Pennisi there
were several eras and environ
ments to encounter From
medieval Hamlet to the roaring
twenties to present day bold
statements had to be made to
accentuate hold characters
Amirs character is wearing
janitors jumpsuit and black hat
with WRIITR written ironi
cally across the top
Matt comes out in street
clothes and though not meaning
to drops his pants to reveal
golf boxers He returns to the
stage dressed in black as Hamlet
with doublet hose and an enor
mous black coat that seems large
enough to fit Henry VIII
Amanda is dressed in all
theatre blacks and headset as
the stage manager who is not
supposed to be seen during the
run of performance She
returns to the stage with added
layers maids costume and
black coat still in headset
Charles is wearing burgundy
pants and matching jacket which
he removes to reveal white
muscle top he later appears in
pink hose and matching tunic
blue doublet and matching
pumpkin pants
Next to come out is Lisa
dressed somewhat like MaryAnn
from Gilligans Island and as
seductive as Ginger Her other
costumes are white full length
dress and pants suit with patch
es on it Her latter characters
seem just atad crazy ihe third is
somewhat reminiscent of Sesame
Street in that she sits in garbage
can
Jess by fai has the most cos
tumes She begins in red dress
and large fur lined coat She
then changes into looi length
lavender dress then green
medieval dre She finishes the
show in another earth-tone
medieval dress or the short
length of this show that was lot
of costumes All of her charac
ters seem more than little over
the top
Overall the show was huge
success This was great step in
the right direction for the Arcadia
theatre department In the first
year of the chat series shows
this and the previous show were
huge hits After the final night
students were left with their own
ideas of what could be their act
ing nightmares in their own pro
fessions Allover there was noth
ing but positive feedback and this
live performance was nothing but
theatrical sensation
Hospitality Network from
Philadelphia are always invit
ed as well
Dr Seuss Day was yet
again smashing success
Fhe 30 volunteers came
decked out in costumes from
residents of Whoville to the
Cat in the Hat himself
Senior Ken Luczejko
was largely responsible for
coordinating and runnmg the
event this year He also noted
Bethany OBrien Mike Fox
Alyssa Jeral and Kat
llarbord as being key players
in the days activities and
planning
it went very well
uczejko reflected Of
course its still work in
progress There were few
less kids this time but overall
________________
think it ran lot smoother
than in previous years Cat Squared Kat Harbord busts
We tried to have more move at Dr Seuss Day
active games
the last stragglers were on their
way out the door with painted
faces tired smiles and full bel
lies But the contentment on the
faces of the children could never
challenge that on the faces of the
Arcadia volunteers
While the crew worked to
clean up the last of the streamers
balloons and stray juice cups
Rubino couldnt have been happi
er with this years Dr Seuss Day
Weve been able to continue to
share the things that Jami spent
her whole life sharing Rubino
said lts in the spirit of what she
would have done Its what she
would have wanted
Arcadia University STUDENT LIFE The Tower 11
Ku larhord
Pause Smile Pause
The cast was comprised of
both veterans to the Arcadia stage
and quite few new faces New
to the Arcadia stage is Matt Ross
as the lead character George Jess
Fields as Sarah Siddons Amanda
istor
continued from page I..
and Read Across America Day
are both driving forces behind
Arcadias own special event the
meaning behind this day at Grey
Towers Castle runs much deeper
Dr Seuss Day is held in
memory of Jami Rodriguez an
Arcadia student who was active
in community service ventures on
campus and off While an incred
ibly involved volunteer
Rodriguez still found time to
spend on the many things she
loved face painting juggling
working with children and of
course collecting all things
Seuss The Cat in the Hat was her
favorite character
When Rodriguez unexpect
edly passed away in 2000 the
Arcadia community wanted to
figure out way to remember her
We wanted to incorporate all of
the things she loved Cindy
Rubino head of Arcadias
Community Service Department
said It was way for those of us
that wanted to honor Jarni and
continue activities she was
involved in
Since the event began five
years ago Arcadias Dr Seuss
Day has perpetuated into tradi
tion The event draws an average
of hundred area children to
Grey Towers for day of crafting
reading and eating cake This
year students from the
Cheltenham School District St
Lukes the Anciliae school
pper
Dublin schools and the
suriounding community were
invited to attend The schools
Arcadia works with on the
America Reads Program and
families from the inner Faith Ph. Community Servico
The program is
expanded every year largely
due to the effort of the volun
teers Sonic of the students
really get involved Theyll
come and create whole new
game for the children to
play Rubino said
This year the classic




Memory and Reading with
Mad Libs entertained guests
Two new games an Are
You My Mother inspired
bean bag toss and Green
Fggs and Fish relay race
Photo Community Serviccfl or Tower
Children loved the chance to become the characters at Dr Seuss
joined the
list
By 330 in the afternoon
Day
Let me just say that World of
Warcraft is one of the best games
have ever played There said
it Its also the best massively
multiplayer RPG Ive ever
played So if you didnt already
pick up on it think its pretty
good game Chances are if you
are fan of online gaming youve
heard of World of Warcraft
WoW With over 80000 sub
scribers in North America and
more than .5 million men and
women of all ages world-wide
this PC game is one of the most
popular online games ever
The fact that the game was
made by the well respected com
pany Blizzard has lot to do with
that Besides the Warcrafl series
Blizzard is also responsible for
the Starcraft and Diablo games
The company has developed
reputation for creating very good
games WoW is no different
The storyline of WoW takes
place years after the conclusion
of the Warcraft expansion pack
The Frozen Throne The Warcraft
universe has always centered on
the medieval fantasy world con
flict between the Orcish Horde
and the Human Alliance
However Warcraft introduced
new enemy in the form of the
Undead Scourge The emergence
of this shared threat created an
uneasy peace between the Horde
and the Aliance that has finally
begun to break down WoW
places you in this epic conflict
where you must fight to defeat
the forces of the Scourge and the
Demonic Burning Legion while
also waging war against the other
faction It is an RPG like
Everquest or Asherons Call in
that you choose race and class
and go adventuring in order to
Journalism II Student
Most people have at one
point or another in their lifetime
dreamt about being famous
rock-and-roll star Who wouldnt
want life filled with money
traveling and millions of
screaming fans What makes 30
year old married Paul Waters
different from most people is
that he is pursuing this dream
and has been for the last 15
years
This current Bucks County
resident is looking nto per form
ing at Arcadia University even
though most of his performances
in the U.S have been in the
south
Born and raised in Hickory
North Carolina music has been
passion of Paul Waters since he
was young boy and broke into
his mother and grandmothers
record collections Waters
enjoyed and was influenced by
the records of Nat King Cole
Ray Charles and Buddy Holly
Later when Waters was 15
his friends left guitar at his
house and that was the beginning
gain experience and items to help
make your character stronger
When you create character
you must choose which faction
you wish to fight for The
Alliance consists of Humans
Night Elves Gnomes and
Dwarves The Horde has Ores
Fauren Minotaur-hke creatures
Trolls and splinter thction of
the ndead called the Forsaken
Each race has special attributes so
the choice is not merely an aes
thetic one After choosing your
race you select which class you
wish to play as
There are variety of classes
ranging from casters healers and
melee fighters There are nine
classes to choose ftom total
Each class is very different from
the others and adds great deal
of replay value to the game My
two main characters are an
Undead warrior and Troll
Priest The warrior is ideal for
taking lots of damage but does
not deal out as much as the other
classes whereas the priest cant
absorb as much damage physical
ly hut is great at keeping itself as
well as others alive through heal
ing spells
One of the great features of
this game is the use of talent trees
to specialize your characters this
is very reminiscent of the skill
trees in Diablo 11 Each class has
three talent trees to spread their
accumulated talent points
throughout So if wanted to
make it so my warrior dealt more
damage could do that by invest
ing in the fury tree However this
would force me to pass on some
of the talents that would keep me
alive longer as there are only
set number of talent points you
can accumulate as you progress
in level And at any point during
the game you can reset your tal
ent trees using the in game cur-
of his music career It was also
around this time in Waters life
that he began listening to the
Violent Femmes three per
son band that was founded in
1980 This band which targeted
teenage and college age audi
ences hit home with Waters and
that is when he knew he wanted
to write songs
Since that time Waters has
been devoting himself to music
Directly out of high school he
traveled around mainland
Furope lie came hack to the
U.S and spent two years rn col
lege majoring in graphic arts
but decided that it was not for
him He chose to move back to
London with some friends They
reportedly moved around lot
and played in the tube Londons
vei sion of the subway
Waters said At one point
we were living in room with 15
other people He admitted that
times were hard however the
musician at heart added But it
gave me great material for song
writing
Despite the less than desir
able living conditions Waters
went back London in 2001 He
the world until
you reach the high-end content
Quests can be done solo or done
more easily by grouping up with
other players Quests reward
players with experience money
and items
There are wide variety of
areas to adventure in that span all
difficulty levels There are also
good number of special dungeons
in the game referred to as
instances There are instances for
characters as low as level all
the way through to the max level
of 60 Instances are an even het
ter way to get experience money
and rare items then standard
quests and are usually very
well
designed and entertaining
havent had any trouble getting
my characters leveled up beyond
just not having enough time to
play
Since the Warcraft series is
based upon the conflict between
the Horde and the Alliance it is
only natural that you would be
could not stay long because he
had fiancØ in the states and the
occurrences on September 11th
had him itching to come home
Waters respects the less violent
attitude of Europe and says that
if he can convince his wife he
wants to settle somewhere in
Britain in the future
Paul Waters wife of years
Meredith Foss Waters is great
supporter of him She loves to
be around me when play he
says He loves married life and
explained how different life is
for him now that he is not
responsible for just himself His
wife motivates him toward self
improvement
The only downside of being
happy for Waters is that song
writing is harder lie claims that
the best songs are the sad ones
Now the musician finds himself
looking back on past relation
ships or some of the tougher
times in his past to get material
for his songs Its conflicting
he said to be in such good
place and yet dwell on unhappy
times
Waters does not only think
about the past however when
Battlegrounds feature as well as
PvP rewards system that grants
players access to special items for
participating in PvP
Battlegrounds are PvP conflicts
on an epic scale they are special
zones designed specifically for
large group warfare between the
two factions the goal of which is
to take the enemy camp But this
will be no easy task and will
require coordinated teamwork
side quests and lots of high level
characters This is an extremely
exciting feature that will truly set
WoW even further apart from
other massive online games
The economy in WoW is also
worth mentioning There are
many professions to choose from
that allow players to create items
that are beneficial to their charac
ters and anyone they choose to
share their wares with whether
they be paying customers or
friends Players can create
unique armor and weapons
potions or even gadgets such as
bombs or death rays While
these professions are time con
suming and relatively expensive
to become proficient in they defi
nitely have their rewards One of
these is the ability to accumulate
lot of money by selling your
goods
This is easily done by using
what consider to be one of the
games greatest features the auc
tion house Very much like an in-
asked about the future he knows
exactly what he wants Although
not father yet he plans on
teaching his children to play
music one day But dont want
to push them into it he said He
has high hopes for them to grad
uate from college and plans to
teach them foreign language
when they are young In his own




been part of different bands
He now can play the guitar key
board drums and bass all of
which besides the guitar were
learned out of necessity His
musical influences have varied
over the years from his mothers
Ray Charles records to the
Beatles and the Rolling Stones
and recently song writers Jack
Johnson and Damien Rice
He has produced albums
and written somewhere between
400 and 500 songs Although by
next week Waters will have
new accomplishment to add to
his resume Waters recently went
to New York to record song for
Hershey the chocolate company
Hershey will be using his song to
game Ffbay the auction house
allows players to put most of the
items they find or create up for
sale They can set an auction
time as well as initial bid price
and buyout price Players can
use the auction house to purchase
raw goods they need for crafting
or items to help their character
adventure Its air ingenious and
addictive addition to the genre
and one think we can expect to
see in many future online games
All in rssivcly multiplayer
online games have their share of
problems and unfortunately this
includes WoW fhere are still
number of technical issues plagu
ing the game that have yet to be
fixed even though the game was
launched in November There are
also some lag issues that can be
very frustrating at times But
when you consider that the high
population servers have over
20000 players this is understand
able There are also some charac
ter balance issues that still need
to be worked out
But like said all games of




that they are willing to work to
make their games as perfect as
can be and so far that seems to
be the case with this game as
well Time will tell hut its hard
not to have faith in Blizzard
Overall this is fantastic
game The potential characters
you can play are blast and each
one gives the game new feel
The world design is well done
and very engrossing Combat is
fun and requires strategy and
thought if you want to excel This
game really pulls you in and
makes you want more Ive been
playing since it was released in
November and still feel as if
there is great deal left to see
and experience in the game
highly recommend it if you are
fan of this style of game or are
curious about checking it out
Whether you are casual or hard
core gamer there is something in
World of Wareraft for you
advertise their new candy bar
called Take Five He and his
family are very proud Some of
his songs can he downloaded




Although Waters fan base
and bank account probably do
not reach the millions nor has he
been touring across the world
the musician can still be consid
ered lucky He has one avid fan
always standing by him and in
few years he may hase few
more running around his house
screaming for him He has also
traveled great deal and finds it
phenomenal to have sold
songs
He may not he as world
famous as he had once hoped
but he is doing what he always
wanted to do and will always
want to do am fortunate to be
able to make living off my
music and not have to get anoth
er job or put my music on hold




Gaming Generation World of Warcraft
Associate Editor
able to tight against other players
Player versus player PvP com
rency All of this allows for
bat is one of the best things about
great degree of customization
this game From one-on-one
Adventuring in WoW is lot
encounters to large group raids on
of fun There is not nearly as







els feel as there
find


























location on Sansom Street in
Center City Comedy Sportz is
quick and easy to get to
Comedy Sportz as the name
indicates is not your typical com
edy show The unique act incor
porates improv
and competition
Aetletes compete through vari
ous improvisational games in an
attempt to win points for their
team referee controls the
game deeming jokes bad and
calling brown bag foul Yes
brown bag is actually placed
over the offenders head




Closer Look which is
cunently installed in the
Arcadia
Gallery will be shown until April
24 2005 rhis show features the
artists Carl Fudge Ho Bruce
Pollock and Anne Skoogfors
The artists were chosen by the
Guest urator Claudia Gould
Director Institute of
Contemporary Art University of
Pennsylvania Philadelphia
Pennsylvania The opening
reception was held on March 15
2005 which was preceded by
conversation between guest cura
tor Claudia Gould and the partic
ipating artists
The artists were chosen by
Claudia Gould from over eighty
portfolios
She felt that all the
artists fit together like
The New
Plaid During the organi/ation
of the show she came across an
article about the British
raincoat
company Burbcny The compa
ny just began reaching
out in
new way with sonic bright new
color patterns on its products
Gould then began thinking about
how these artist fit together and
came to the conclusion that they
were creating something very
similar new way to look at the
every show is different Games
include titles like
ForwardlReverse fictional
scene is acted out as the
referee
commands the scene to move for
ward or in reverse or
Elimination Rap players feed
off each others phrases continu
ing to rap
until one fails to
rhyme
Throughout the entire show
the audiences participation is
welcomed and used The ref asks
for adjectives nouns verbs
and




results such as story about
the
singer Meatloaf or comedian
imitating golfer in thong using
wet noodlc as club Each
show the audience member with
repeated or repro
duced image by blur
ring and expanding
the traditional grid






School of art had two




Both of the pieces are 82 72
and are oil and acrylic on canvas
Fudge works with original
images and then modifies
them in
the computer before screen-print
ing them Richard Torehia said
The original print becomes
vesseL In the works that are
shown in the gallery Fudge was
influenced by erotic 17-century
woodeuts He is concerned with
the hidden image
Since the beginning of the
war with Iraq I-to has been
saving the
section in the New
York Times that has been focus




the section and masked over all


























the zaniest most original sugges
tion is awarded free tickets for
future show
Comedy Sportz is anything
but ordinary and will have you
laughing for hours Show times
are each and every Saturday at
730 and 1000 at the Playground
Theatre-
2030 Sansom Street There
is also an rated midnight
cabaret showing on Saturdays
Tickets are mere $12 with
your student
lD or $15 for regular
admission Comedy Sportz is
even up for hire Have this fun
laugh-filled act
entertain your
next party or family get together
or more information or to pur





Bruce Polloek another cho
sen artist with the chosen materi
al of graphite and ink did his
work right onto the gallery wall
Polloek uses an underlying
hexagonal grid His drawing
Every Infinite Place
in Space
which is approximately 12 26
resembles drawings of models of
organic growth His
work has
been known to grow with only
the edges ol his chosen
surface as
their limit His work with its
underlying pattern has
the ability
to be read as two and three
dimensional shapes that are end
lessly being scaled larger
and
smaller with the weight of
the
line creating more play on
Pollocks created shapes
Anne Skoogfors who has the
desire to create new botanical
art used floweis from her garden
flatbed scanner Photosli
for
1eanup and hei flower designing
sUlls eat the pieces
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inlorm opnuons about
the
work If you have anything
that
you want to share please
write













The Price of Child opens as enslaved Virginia Pryor yearns
for
freedom and will escape from her master
at any price While accom
panying her master on trip to
the free state of Pennsylvania Ginnie
makes the most of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity Receiving help
from the Vigilance Committee Ginnie
leaves her master at the ulti
mate price
Her master only allowed her to take two of her three
children with
her to Philadelphia
This way he thought she would not try to run
away However Ginnies aching
for freedom is stronger than the
aching for her baby boy Bennie Knowing
she will never see him
again she willingly
walks away from her master her
child and her life
as slave
Ginnie spends the
first part of her
free life in Philadelphia with the
prosperous Quick family They accept
her into their big family wIth
out hesitation Within this close knit welcoming group
iinnie learns
and grows with the
others around her
One of the fist things Ginnie does with the familys help
is
rename herself She chooses to
be called Mercer Gray after all that
mercy has given her
She believes mercy held her master back as
she
escaped mercy gave her the strength
to stand and walk away and
mercy will forgive
her for leaving behind her
child
Ginnie devotes her new free hG to the New lngland Anti-Slavery
Society and speaks to groups of
Northemeis about her hG as slave
lhroiigh her speeches
the reader gains insight to
Cinnie childhood
and family
The novel does not fail to bring depth and meaning
to the single
life of slave Author orene Caiy creates personalities
for all of her
characters and intrigues the reader as these personalities
clash with
one another Cary writes in witty compelling
and humorous style
that leaves readers wanting more The story never has
dull moment
and becomes page turner
from the beginning scene
Set in Philadelphia in 1885 readers
also learn many historically
accurate facts about the city during
this time period native to
Philadelphia herself Camy sat
her novel in the city she is most familiar
with Passages about Philadelphia landscape
and city landmarks are
woven throughout the book
The Price of Child was selected in 2003 for the
One Book One
Philadelphia project plan
that promoted reading literacy
and
libraries People were encouraged throughout
the Philadelphia region
to come together by reading and discussing single
book





Michelle Tookers Recipe Corner
Tired of hungrily waltzing into the dining hail only to find selection of boiled potatoes or dry
chicken Then try whipping up one of these delicious microwaveable recipes
CHICKEN VEGGIE STEW
Ingredients
tablespoons butter or margarine tablespoons a1purpose flour
large potato peeled and diced 1/2 cups milk
stalks celery diced teaspoon chicken bouillon granules
/2 medium onion diced /2 cups cubed cooked chicken
1/2 cups frozen mixed vegetables
/4 teaspoon each poultry seasoning salt and pepper
Directions Combine butter potatoes celery and onions in 2quart microwavesafe casserole Cover and microwave to minutes or until
vegetables are tender Stir twice during cooking Meanwhile stir together milk and flour in small bowl until smooth blend in chicken bouillon
granules and seasonings Pour over vegetable mixture in casserole Cover and microwave minutes stirring once Add chicken and mixed veg
etables Cover and microwave to minutes longer or until stew is heated through and thickened Let stand covered minutes before serving
Serves
photo cretht inkgve corn/the rower
LOW CALORIE ALMOND BISCUIT RING
Ingredients
/4 cup Granulated brown sugar replacement teaspoons water
tablespoons Dietetic maple syrup cup Almonds coarsely chopped
teaspoons reduced calorie margarine rube oz refrigerator biscuits
Directioms In quart microwave safe casserole combine the brown sugar replacement mape syrup margarine and water Cover with paper towel and microwave on high
for one minute Allow to sit covered for one minute then stir to mix in the melted margarine Stir in the almonds Cut each of the biscuits into four pieces Roll each piece into
ball Dip each piece into the syrup mixture then place in microwave safe ring mold Arrange all coated balls unifonuly around the ring mold Pour any remaining syrup over the
balls in the mold Microwave on medium power for to minutes tuming the mold turn after each two minutes Remove from oven and immediately cover with waxed
paper Allow to sit undisturbed for minutes then turn out onto serving dish Divide intG servings Each serving is about 80 calories
Recipes gathered from http//fooddownunder.com and www.copleynews.com
Hungry for something new If you have kitchen and know how to cook make it pizza night with these two original and exciting recipes from allrecipes.com
UPSIDE DOWN CHEESEBURGER PIZZA
Ingredients
slices bacon ounces shredded Cheddar cheese
pound ground beef eggs
onion chopped cup milk
green bell pepper chopped tablespoon vegetable oil
cups pizza sauce cup all-purpose flour
roma plum tomatoes chopped 1/4 teaspoon salt
Directions Place bacon in large deep skillet Cook over medium high heat until evenly brown drain rumble and set aside slices Crumble remainmg slices Preheat oven
to 400 degrees In large saucepan over medium-high heat sautØ the beef onion and bell pepper until beef is browned Drain and stir in the slices crumbled bacon and pizza
sauce Spoon mixture into an un-greased 9xl3 inch pan Sprinkle with tomatoes and top with the cheese In medium howl beat the eggs slightly Mix in milk and oil then add
the flour and salt Beat for minutes at medium speed Pour es enly over the meat mixture Sprinkle with the remaining bacon Bake in preheated oven for 20 to 30 minutes or
until topping is lightly puffed and deep golden brown Serves
CHOCOLATE COOKIE PIZZA
Ingredients
1/2 cup butter softened ounces semisweet chocolate chips cup flaked coconut
cup packed brown sugar tablespoons butter egg
1/4 cup white sugar tablespoons milk 1/2 cup pecan halves
teaspoon vanilla extract 1/2 teaspoon baking soda cup confectioners
sugar
ounces white chocolate melted 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
1/2 cup candy-coated milk chocolate pieces
Directions Preheat oven to 350 degrees Combine butter brown sugar white sugar vanilla
and egg until well combined Stir in the flour and the baking soda dough will be stiff Pat dough
onto an un-greased 12 inch pizza pan or on cookie sheet Bake at 350 degrees 175 degrees
for 15 minutes or until golden brown Remove cookie from oven and let it cool In saucepan
heat the chocolate chips remaining butter or margarine and milk over very low heat Stir until
chocolate is melted Remove the chocolate mixture from the heat and stir in the cofectioners
sugar
Beat until smooth glossy and of spreading consistency If frosting is not glossy
stir in few drops of hot water Spread over the top of the baked and cooled cookie Immediately sprinkle with pecan halves MM candies and coconut Press lightly into frost
ing Drizzle top with the melted white chocolate Let stand until set Remove from pan if desired Cut into wedges Serves 16
Freaky Food Facts II
Below are ten freaky facts about food One of these facts however is fabricated Can you guess which one is false See page 15 for answer
Poppy seeds contain traces of codeine and morphine
The green stalks of onions are poisonous
Sweetbreads are type of food made from the pancreas or thymus glands of cattle
Pumpkins were once recommended for removing freckles and curing snack bites
Apples arc member of the rose family
Eating about 20 tart cherries day could reduce inflammatory pain and headache pain
Twinkies have an indefinite shelf life
The average chocolate bar has eight insect legs in it
Celery was once Jello flavor
10 Peanuts are one of the ingredients in dynamite
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Beth Puliti
During your next night out
in Philadelphia be sure to check
out the University City area
Home to many local universities
this part of the city eaters to the
needs of every college student
Located only 30 minutes away
from Arcadia University there
arc many student oriented restau
rants bars and shops to explore
One of the most popular
restaurants in University City is
New Deck Favern located at
3408 Sansom Street Walk along
quiet alleyway home to many
charming restaurants and cafes
The Black Cat White Dog Cafe
and Mad Mex are few neigh
bors located within walking dis
tance Once inside New Deck
you will take notice of the truly
unique architecture Made of
mostly brick and mortar this
restaurant gives off cave-like
atmosphere The interior brick
arches and dim lighting add to
the ambiance
The menu features variety of
American foods such as ham
buigers homemade soups
chicken strips frcnch fries and
more fhe meals are delicious
but taste even better after
1100pm when all food on the
menu is half off
Drawing mostly college
crowd there is always steady
stream of visitors Daily food
and drink specials live music
and game nights add to the suc
cessful amount of customers It
also helps that the restaurant is
located next to the University of
Pennsylvanias campus and is
block away ftom Drexel
University However New Deck
is as much place to relax with
friends as it is place to
meet new people
Stop by New Deck
Tavern next time you are in
the area and plan for an
eventful evening no matter
what day you come
Nightly entertainment
livens up the weekly rou
tine as Quizo favorite trivia
game among the college stu
dents is offered Monda and
Wednesday nights Karaoke is
featured on ruesdays from 1000
pm to 200 am Thursday and
Friday nights offer DJs and
dancing Saturdays fiature live
music with bands covering popu
lar songs
Broaden your horizons and
see for yourself why New Deck
is claimed one of University
Citys favorite college hangouts
tablespoons lime juice
Crushed ice as needed
Fresh Fruit Tarts
his is zph silt that on an spet lint ft wit/i
Jo otik at
Seivings 8-10 Preparation lime minutes
iii ecuked pie rut uii kie valicty is best




Spread prepared lemon pudding er cookie pie crust Arrange
berries on top you can do all sorts of neat designs if you want
Tastes best if first chilled
Spring Salad
zev twLs on the has sic tandbi I/you dont PA the fruit below
try your own rn allw mix lhis reupe mzeeds to be sereed when it /s
pm eparcd
Servings 4-6 Preparation minutes
to one hundred and fifty years Twinkies
have an average shelf life of twentyfive
cups mixed salad greens
cup fresh strawberries sliced
cup pineapple chunked and sliced
can mandarin oranges drained
1/2 cup sliced green onions
1/2 cup chow mein noodles
1/4 cup almond slivers
cup orange juice
cup balsamic vinaigrette
Goat Cheese to crumble on top if desired
Combine salad greens strawberries pineapple onions noodles
and almonds In separate bowl combine dressing and orange
juice Salt to taste Combine the salad with the dressing toss well
Top with oranges and goat cheese
Ants on Log
Gome on /eti he honest You nevcn get too oldJbr thhr
Slather some peanut butter onto celery stalks Trader Joes Natural
Peanut Butter is delicious and add some raisins on top the ants
Fnjoy
adiaUniversityINATheToWer15
More Than Your Average Irish
Pub Restaurant Review
Grab carton of free peanuts
Staff Writer before you head to your seat
Tables are available throughout
the restaurant next to the bar
and even on the outside patio
favorite for aecaaes of
Penn Drexel St Joe1s stu
Jents this authentic Iri5h
estaurant has warm and
rriendly atmosphere and corn
rortable decor
swisju odikuiwrn con
tk easy vei oqe fw coke Jd
What better way to celebrate spring than with some simple yet
sensational recipes for the season Below are some surefire ways
to help you enjoy the warm weather now that the rain has finally
gone away The fol lowing recipes use lots of fruit and veggies tiy
Produce Junction on Easton Road Its real cheap but beware you
get huge amounts of food for your pennies so go in on it with some
friends Some of these recipes are dorm friendly but some need
kitchen Remember if youre in dorm you are permitted to use
the kitchens in Knight Hall There is one on every floor just be
good neighbor and clean up after yourselves
Watermelon Mountain Dew Punch
This is an unusual drink hut whoever atmid unuaual was had
thing
Servings Preparation Time 15 minutes
cup chopped watermelon
tablespoons Mountain Dew
pinch salt whats pinch Literally. pinch your fingers in the
salt
Blend everything except the Ice in blender If you dont have
blender who brings blender to college anyway9 then you will
first need to mash the watermelon with fork combine with the
other ingredients and mash together some more perhaps throw
some stirring in theme too Chill in the fridge if desired and thcn
top with youi
crushed ice If you ant to go all out add one of those
little umbrellas
Fact number seven is false
not stay fresh for years despite the common
Twinkies will
misconception that these treats can last for up
days which is long for baked good
Twinkies last this long because of their lack
of dairy products
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he Aicadia ady Knights
Softball team began their season
while having some fun in the sun
in Myrtle Beach The ladies
competed in remarkable fashion
on the diamond while becoming
closer as team on thur march
towards successful season
he Knights enter 2005 with
previous record of 29 14 over
all and 17-5 in the Pennsylvania
Athletic Conference PAf
Picked to finish third the Knights
entered Myrtle Beach having
other ideas as they return six All
PAC players and horde of
young talent
___________
The team took no piisoners
Staf/ Wrzkr on the softball diamond complet
ing pci fect 8-0 start to the sea
son where many players shook
their ter iust and con
tributed immensely to the success
of the Knights
We set goal Myrtle
Beach deelaiinf we ou have
fun off the field but on the field
we nean business siys Coach
Linda Deti entering her 11th
consecutive season as coach
Kristin aw 07 pitched no
hitter in five innings during
win over Wheelock College
aw struck out five while facing
the minimum number of hatters
shortened by the mercy rule ienn
Compton also pitchcd no-
rura Fencik aIded to
the success while hitting 6l0
with three home runs including
grand slain She also had 14
RBIs receiving the PA Player
of the Week for the we ending
March 13th
The team returned to Arcadia
looking to continue their success
during their home opener double
headem match up against
Swarthmore College on March
15th In the first game Kristin
Law notched her forth win of the
season as mdi ukomski 05
knocked in thc tying run and
Ihe teams early success can
be credited to their ability to take
Ac ficld every day with strong
passion for the game and strong
leadership qualities iom senior
captains ukomski and Shaeffer
We have been doing lot of
bonding this year giving us good
chenustry on and off the field
says Kimble Our team also has
great deal of talent in every
position and lot ufdcpth on the
In the team Ii st PAC con
test the Knights stepped off the
field dropping both games of
doubk-heider aganist imval
Cabrini College Although they
lost the ady Knights feel they
can use the di feat as learning
experic ice in iki ic them strongci
as team
he Kiiights ncourage ac
ulty members and student body to
come support the team on their
way to PAL championship
where they promise hard working
ladies playing br the love of the
game
Celebration Week at Arcadia
Arcadias PRIDE group will host celebration week April 7-16
The event begins with presentation from two members of MTV Road Rules on Thursday 4/7
Monday 4/11 Tie-Dye T-shirts Lawn in front of Dining Hall 2-4 pm
Tuesday 4/12 LGBT and Race Performance Monologues 8-11 pm The Chat
Wednesday 4113 National Day of Silence join your peers in taking day-long vow of silence to recognize and dispute the anti-civilitiy and
silencing experienced by LGBT students and their allies That evening at prn on the Castle Landing Dr Ana Maria Garcia Chair of
Sociology/Anthropology will facilitate forum on Breaking the Silence Later that evening from 7-li pm in The Chat there will be
Shattering the Silence coffeehouse and karaoke
Thursday 4/14 Diversity Panel 7-10 Library University Gallery
Friday 4/15 Ally Formal Dinner with Faculty and Staff by invitation only Kuch 204-206 pm
Saturday 4/16 Boys vs Girls Softball Game Softball Field pim
or more information contact the Student Activities Office at x4044
Skvc Sillier hitter striking out nine batters in
4-0 victory in seven innings ovcm
Gordon ollec on the rips last
day
benchscored the winning run In the
second fame Maggie Shaeffer
05 added three RBIs with dou
ble and Jenn ompton smacked
grand slam as Becky Kimble 06
earned her second win keeping
rcadias perfect record in tact at
10-0
1sss4y1t1tb$da
r1wto eur ttnt $lIsnt ArtAuet irsrIs1 mee.y
the Ant snssg $skipArepeff for youroeatton pleas
tsasuiThis Is endsrfuI opportunity for artists to pat their
bed eud kams part at somseMspennsMnt sallesilat
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